Thank you for purchasing your starter kit from Vapor4Life! We are confident that you will love the V4L electronic cigarette experience and want you to get the most out of this amazing product. Please follow these instructions carefully. Visit V4L.com for more information.

CAUTIONS

• Keep your e-cigarette away from high temperatures.
• Keep all e-cigarette supplies out of reach of children and pets.
• Do not use this product if you are sensitive to nicotine or have had an adverse reaction to nicotine.
• Keep charged batteries separate from other metal objects in your pocket, or bag. This can cause a short circuit, damaging the battery.
• Unplug your charger before cleaning.
• Do not use chargers outside or in damp environments.
• If the battery leaks, avoid eye contact. If eye contact occurs, do not rub your eyes. Wash out your eyes with clean water immediately and call your doctor.
The V4L e-cigarette is made of 2 basic components; a rechargeable battery and a disposable cartridge (cartomizer). The cartomizer screws on to the battery and, when puffed, creates a vapor that simulates the smoking experience. The battery is a lithium-ion rechargeable battery which can be recharged and reused up to 300 times, and powers a heating element inside the cartomizer.

V4L e-cigarettes have no tar, no ash, no combustion, no second-hand smoke, no smell, and can be used in many locations where traditional cigarette smoking is not permitted.
V4L offers several starter kits. This is a list of possible components that came with yours:

- e-cigarette Batteries
- USA Wall Charger
- USB Charger
- USB Passthrough
- Car Adapter
- Carrying Case
- Portable Charging Case
- Pack of 5 Cartomizers
V4L recommends fully charging your V4L e-cigarette battery before using for the first time. The batteries are charged 75-90% when you receive them. To charge fully, simply screw the threaded end of the battery into the charger of your choice and plug the charger in. The LED tip on the end of the battery should blink several times, then the indicator light on the charger will turn from green to red. Once the battery is fully charged, the indicator light on the charger will turn back to green.
If you are using the USB charger, the indicator light on the charger will turn from blue to red. Once the battery is fully charged, the indicator light on the battery will turn back to blue.

**USING YOUR V4L ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE FOR THE FIRST TIME**

Once you have fully charged your V4L battery, you are ready to use your e-cigarette for the first time.

- Take out 1 cartomizer from the pack. Remove the rubber end caps. If your particular cartomizer has a rubber plug, remove that too. Then screw the cartomizer onto the battery. Make sure the threads
are aligned to ensure a proper seal.

• To use an automatic battery (no button on the side), simply puff on the e-cigarette just like a traditional cigarette. Automatic batteries work best by taking long, slow drags. To activate a manual battery, press the small button on the side while you are puffing. When you draw on the battery you may hear a slight sizzling sound coming from the cartomizer. This is normal and comes from the vaporization of the e-liquid.

• Draw on the electronic cigarette for 3-7 seconds, and when you exhale you will see the vapor. While you are drawing on the e-cigarette, the LED tip on the end of the battery will light up.
The best way to use an e-cigarette is to use it the way you would traditional cigarettes. With traditional cigarettes, you would puff the cigarette 10-15 times and it will be gone. With an e-cigarette you can puff 10-15 times and put it down until you wish to use it again. Each cartomizer lasts about 200 puffs.

- When the cartomizer develops a slight “burnt marshmallow” taste it is near exhaustion and needs to be replaced.
- A battery will last 3-6 hours before it needs to be recharged, depending on use and battery length. When the battery is fully depleted, the LED tip on the battery will blink several times, indicating that the battery needs to be recharged.

**USING THE PORTABLE CHARGING CASE (PCC)**

The PCC provides a convenient way to charge your batteries on the go. The case itself has a battery pack built in which allows you to charge a battery several times before the case itself needs to be recharged. When you open the PCC, you will notice a USB cord, and a threaded socket for the battery. To charge the PCC, plug the USB cord into a computer for approximately 8 hours. There are two indicator lights on the PCC; one
below the USB cord, and one above the battery slot. When charging the case, the indicator light below the USB cord will turn red. Once the PCC is fully charged the indicator light below the USB cord will turn green and you can unplug it. To charge a battery using the PCC simply screw the battery onto the threaded socket inside the PCC. When it begins charging, the LED tip on the battery will blink several times, and the indicator light on the PCC above the battery will turn red. When the battery is fully charged the indicator light on the PCC will change from a solid red to blinking. A fully depleted battery will take approximately 4-6 hours to charge on the PCC.
USING A V4L USB PASSTHROUGH
The V4L USB Passthrough resembles a V4L battery, but has a USB cord attached instead of an LED. This cord plugs in to a USB port on a computer. It can also be plugged into a V4L Car Adapter or V4L USB Wall Adapter. It works the same as a V4L battery but contains no battery cells, so it must be plugged in to work. The Passthrough is also a convenient option if all your batteries are charging. To use, just screw a cartomizer on to the threaded end and puff like a V4L electronic cigarette.

DISCLAIMERS
• This product may contain nicotine which is a highly addictive substance.
• You must be of legal smoking age in your state or territory to use this product. Nonsmokers, pregnant women, and women who are breast feeding are strongly advised against using e-cigarettes.
• V4L products are not for smoking cessation, and are not meant to treat, diagnose, cure, or mitigate any disease or condition. We make no claims that this product will help the user quit or lessen smoking.
• Please consult your physician before use, or if you experience any negative side effects.

If you have any questions, please contact us!

Website: www.vapor4life.com
Phone: (844) VAPE4LIFE
Facebook: www.facebook.com/OfficialV4L
Twitter: www.twitter.com/V4LCustServ
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